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East Campus apartment trashed again Kimber Solana, Staff  ReporterKjMBERRYSOLAN A@CSUMB. EDU
The filthy floor of an East Campus apartment is one of many damages that may cost around $7,000 to repair. PHOTO PR0VIDED BY university police department
Adjunct lecturer pissed off
Adam Joseph, Managing Editor
Adam__Joseph@csumb.edu
“Universities are about the free 
flow of ideas; I embrace intel­
lectual diversity,” Philip Laverty 
M.A. mid-thirties, said were the 
reasons he pursued a career in 
education.
Laverty, a former lecturer of 
US Social and Political Histories 
in CSUMB’s SBSI department, 
spent his last semester at the uni­
versity, fall of 2004.
According to Laverty, the 
“unofficial” reason he was not
rehired by CSUMB was due to 
his personal ideological beliefs 
that had been reveled during the 
fall semester of 2004.
On Oct. 3 2005, Laverty posted 
an article he wrote, on Open 
Forum entitled “Indoctrination 
U;” the article had been pub­
lished in Front Page Magazine, 
a far-right online journal, on 
Sept. 16.
In the article Laverty criticizes 
CSUMB for being too academi­
cally lax, letting too many stu­
dents “slide by,” and for creating 
classrooms where many profes­
sors have extreme leftist, politi­
cal agendas with no room for 
opposition.
. “It’s been a struggle to be a 
Republican on this campus,” 
Lindsey Stetson, a senior HCOM 
major and president of the 
College Republicans, said.
“CSUMB should be open to 
all points of view, being a liberal 
university,” she continued.
Laverty’s post to Open Forum 
led to nearly 70 pages of student







A hatchet in one wall, holes in 
every other, urine stains, trash cov­
ering the floor, and a burnt couch 
in the backyard.
All this was found by University 
Police Department officers on a 
vandalized apartment at 2726 
Princeton Court on Oct. 6.
The damage may cost at least 
$7,000, according to temporary 
Residential Life staff member, 
Michelle Donahue.
Currently, the UPD and 
Residential Life are unable to 
release any names of any wit­
nesses and suspects responsible for 
the vandalism since the case is still 
under investigation.
“The apartment appeared to 
have been vandalized in a period 
of a couple weeks,” said Lt. Earl 
Lawson of the UPD.
According to the police report 
of the incident, the apartment 
was found after two female 
CSUMB students flagged Officer 
Demetrick Caballero to report 
a couch on fire in the back­
yard of 2726 Princeton Court.
The witnesses recalled noises 
and banging coming from the 











Where have all the mailmen gone?
Students frustrated with ‘slow’ CSUMB mail service
Jon Allred, Staff Reporter
Jon_Allred@csumb.edu
When opening in 1995, the 
CSUMB mail room staff con­
sisted of three people who sepa­
rated and distributed the mail on 
a daily basis.
Today, there are still three peo­
ple working in the mail room, 
despite the volume of mail more 
than doubling over the course of 
the last decade.
Kermit Stamps, the head of the 
CSUMB Mail Service, said, “We 
receive at least 100 packages on 
a daily basis, in addition to other 
mail, and we need time to work 
it off.”
Despite their best efforts, com­
plaints consisting of slowness, 
laziness and disorganization of 
the CSUMB mail service have 
been echoed by students on cam­
pus since school resumed this past 
August.
“They seem like they are dis­
organized,” said Britnea Moore, 
a sophomore business major. 
“My mom sent me a package by 
express mail from Richmond and 
it arrived two weeks after she (my 
mom) sent it, when it should have 
been here in three days. Also, my 
phone bills that I have forwarded 
to my room on campus arrive late 
and I have to pay late fees.”
Freshman business major Dana 
Andrews has had her share of 
problems with the mail service, 
having to wait two weeks to 
receive a package from her home­
town of San Louis Obispo.
This type of service has caused 
some students to go the mail room 
and physically search through the 
mail bins to find their mail and 
take it with them. However, this
So much mail, so little help PHOTO BY JOHN ALLRED
type of behavior has caused more 
headaches for the mail room staff 
according to Stamps.
“Students come to the mail 
room and pick up un-logged mail
and that causes more trouble for 
us in the mail room because the 
person working in the mail room 
has to stop what they are doing 
and search for that package and
that takes four times as long as 
opposed to logging the package 
in and placing the package on the 
shelf. You can’t go to the post- 
office in Marina and say you’ve 
been expecting a package or ask 
them if they could look for your 
package. They tell you when your 
package arrives,” said Stamps.
“This is the first place I’ve 
worked where there are no mail 
call hours because the students 
circumvented and complained, 
saying that they would be too 
busy to pick up their mail at cer­
tain hours,” said Stamps.
When responding to the issue of 
students not receiving their pack­
ages, Stamps stated that students 
sometimes don’t have their full 
address written on their packages. 
“For example, a person living in 
Building 303 only has ‘room 110’ 
written on the address part of the 
package. Well, we don’t know if 
its room 110 A, B, C or D. When 
that occurs, we set that package 
aside and come back to it later.”
Schwarzenegger speaks at Marina town 
hall meeting, Democrat club protests
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger called 
a town hall meeting in Marina 
on Monday, Oct. 17, to discuss 
his propositions for the California 
November Special Election.
The meeting started at 2 p.m. 
and took place inside a warehouse 
and on private property at the 
Monterey Peninsula Engineering 
building located at 192 Healy Ave.
A crowd of about 50 people, 
invited only, listened to the gov­
ernor’s speech. “It seemed to be
a good representation of Marina 
... construction works, teachers, 
[and] family members [were all 
present],” said Lindsey Stetson, 
president of the CSUMB College 
Republicans.
But standing outside the build­
ing’s property line, a group of 
around 30 people, less happy 
about the governor’s visit, pro­
tested the meeting.
“[The governor calls this a] 
town hall meeting? ... We weren’t 
asked our opinion,” said teamsters 
member Karen Araujo. She also 
works in the labor counsel office.
“I think it is great that people 
came out to stand up for what they 
believe in,” said Associated Students 
Vice President Michael Ludwig.
“I don’t know how Arnold is 
calling this a town hall meeting. 
There are as many news cam­
eras are there are invited guests,” 
said Berkeley graduate Matt
Renner. The group consisted of 
people from the Monterey County 
Democrats, CSUMB College 
Democrats, and at least one other 
labor group.
“The Special Election is unnec­
essary and biased and democratic 
voices need to be heard this elec­
tion,” said College Democrats 
Vice President Zoe Carter.
“We’ve already turned away 
a lot of people,” said a Marina 
police officer at the gate.
Most of the precautions seemed 
to be security related, but it was 
surprising no one else was wait­
ing at the gate until at least one 
reporter decided to stick it out.
When the meeting was over, 
Schwarzenegger shook hands and 
chatted with some of his support­
ers that had attended his meeting. 
His motorcade left via the side 
exit, sidestepping the chanting 
protesters entirely.
“It was an excellent town meet­
ing. [There was] a good variety of 
questions,” said one man who 
decided to remain anonymous. 
“[Schwarzenegger] covered edu­
cation, nursing, taxation, workers’ 
[compensation] rates,” he said.
The Governor stated his opin­
ions over each proposition being 
voted on during the Special 
Election.
“He’s here working for the 
working man. He had the meeting 
here at a construction site office 
and I think that shows his support 
for the strength and the rebuilding 
of California,” said the anony­
mous man.
But protestors argued that 
Governor Schwarzenegger was 
keeping them from voicing their 
opinions by keeping information 
about the meeting from them.
“It was so secretive that I got 
called about it in class and had to 
leave a half an hour early,” said 
Carter.
A few CSUMB students had 
called the Governor’s office seek­
ing for the location of the meeting, 
and were denied the information.
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.Kindergarten Cop visits Marina. photo by scott horbaly
Scott Horbaly, Staff Reporter 
SCOTT_HORBALY@CSUMB.EDU
News
Black Panthers to give women’s view in presentation
GRAPHIC BY JENNIE BANTA & JOSE VASQUEZ
Louie Vicuna, News Editor
LUIS_VlCUNA@CSUMB.EDU
On Oct. 27 CSUMB’s Black Students 
United club will be sponsoring an event 
featuring two former Black Panther Party 
members as they speak about their experi­
ences from a woman’s perspective.
Kiilu Nyasha and Sheba Mackeba will 
come to campus to speak for the “equality 
of women throughout the Black Panther
Clubs, groups work together to educate about alcohol
Scott Horbaly, Staff Reporter
SCOTT_HORBALY@CSUMB.EDU
This year National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week started with the introduc­
tion of a band.
Not the 2 Skinny Dorks, who played at 
the BBC Monday night, but the little green 
“iChoose” wristbands that reward desig­
nated drivers a free non-alcoholic beverage 
at participating bars.
“We decided that Alcohol Awareness 
Week would be a great time to introduce the 
Bars Around Town program,” said Student 
Activities Coordinator Snehal Naik.
Every day of Alcohol Awareness (Oct. 17- 
21) brought another event to CSUMB and 
with every event, wristbands were on hand.
The week was kicked off on Monday at 8 
p.m. The fun band 2 Skinny Dorks jammed 
at the BBC to an eager audience of 34. 
The band is described as “an innovative 
acoustic pop-funk duo” on their Web site. 
They also have a very talented saxophone 
player. Some of the students attending were 
impressed. “[They have] good influences 
from jazz and rock,” said MSMIT graduate
party and around the world.”
They will be talking about current issues 
concerning the black community and tak­
ing part in a Q and A.
“We have had men come and speak 
on campus but we wanted to get some 
women,” said club Treasurer Marian 
Muhammed.
Muhammed hopes that the event will 
help bring “awareness of the African 
American presence on campus and teach
student David Castro.
Tuesday night’s event at the BBC featured 
slam poet Jason Carney, a reformed skin­
head, alcoholic, and drug addict turned vocal 
artist. Bom in Dallas, Texas, he described 
himself as a “youth lost in ignorance” until a 
gay man, dying of aids, gave him the revela­
tion and a glimpse of his future.
He blasted the small audience of 15 with 
a mixture of serious and humorous verbal 
imagery. His poetry ran the gamut, from a 
powerful description of his mother being 
strangled to the entertaining “what ifs” on 
black, redneck, and gay super heroes.
The poem is popular enough that his fans 
have come to identify him with his redneck 
super hero. The overall message was not 
one of racism, but one of tolerance.
Both days at the BBC, students were 
greeted with free pizza, sodas, a bin full of 
“iChoose” wristbands, and brochures with 
a variety of alcohol related information.
Wednesday was more about education 
than entertainment. For the entire day, two 
cars that had been wrecked in drunk driv­
ing accidents, lined the walkway in front 
of the Dining Commons and from 12 p.m. 
to 2 p.m.
people about the History and build alli­
ances. I just hope that people are educated 
about a woman’s point of view and how 
they struggled and benefited. Maybe by 
sharing their experiences it could help 
everyone.”
“A lot of people don’t get to hear 
the women’s side of the story,” Ashanti 
Thompson Black Students United presi­
dent, said. “We wanted to let the women 
tell their story,” said Thompson, “Because 
the Black Panther is relevant today. A lot 
of people don’t remember what they did. 
It would be refreshing to hear how it was 
then and where they stood. What was 
relevant then is still relevant today.”
Over the years the Black Panther Party 
has gotten a bad reputation. They have 
been compared to a gang for the fact that 
they carried rifles, but the BSU hopes to 
enlighten the community.
“They’ve been misunderstood. It’s 
not true. They were responsible for such 
activities such as the free breakfast pro­
gram that the government took over today. 
It was just because people saw them with 
guns,” said Thompson.
A panel of individuals set up tables next 
to them. Representatives from Personal 
Growth and Counseling, Safe Rides, Al- 
Anon, AA, and Associated Students were 
there armed with stacks of brochures to help 
inform students about alcohol awareness.
When one passing student asked about 
the cars, “they towed it over here to illus­
trate: you drink, you drive, you crash,” said 
an Al-Anon representative.
Thursday brought the drunk Olympics, 
which began at 6 p.m. in the main quad. 
Students donned goggles that simulate 
drunkenness and tried to complete a variety 
of tasks, while friends watched laughing. 
“Mocktails” were served as well.
Friday closed the week with Casino 
Night at the BBC. “It’s a running favorite 
among students,” said Naik. They gave an
Complete our library survey at 
CSUMB®EDU/library
Deadline December 10, 2005
The Black Student Union hopes to gain 
visibility and representation on campus. 
The current size of African American 
students on campus is four percent. “We 
are very under represented on campus, 
said Thompson. “Last semester my friend 
wrote her capstone on the under represen­
tation of the African American students 
on campus.”
To promote the awareness of Black 
Students United hold other events such 
as dances, lectures and meetings. Nov. 
6 Black Students United will hold the 
second Annual Community Tea in the 
University Living Room. Active mem­
bers of the community such as church 
leaders, city councilmen and a former 
mayor will be present to meet with 
students.
“It will be a chance to better involved 
with the community around them,” said 
Muhammed.
Black Students United meets every 
Wednesday at noon in the student activi­
ties building.
iPod to the winner this year.
And there was more. The first real event 
of the week actually took place Monday at 
noon, but was virtually ignored in compari­
son to the others.
It was a panel put on by the Multi- 
Cultural Greek Counsel. Although they had 
the lowest attendance, 6 people, it was the 
most open conversation of alcohol aware­
ness of the week.
“This is the first year we’ve had students 
come forward [to do an event],” said Andy 
Klingelhoefer.
“On this campus [drinking] is one of the 
things to do,” said BUS senior, Jay Singh. 
“It’s part of our culture. The problem is 
understanding alcohol,” said Singh.
For photos of the event, 
see backpage
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News
College Democrat club hopes for 
‘friendly opposition’ to Republicans
Crystal Costa, Staff Reporter
Crystal_Costa@csumb.edu
This semester marks the begin­
ning of the College Democrats 
club on campus.
With 10 members so far, they 
are ready and eager to begin 
working with the school and 
community.
A few students tried to start the 
club last year around the time of 
the elections, but lack of interest 
and having only three members 
was an obstacle they could not 
overcome.
In hopes of success, freshman 
Zoe Carter and SBS major Zach 
Kasow started the club again 
this year.
Carter said, “The purpose
of this club is to raise political 
awareness on campus and also 
to have friendly opposition to the 
College Republicans.”
The members believe the 
purpose of the club is to help 
students get involved with their 
school, their political side and 
goals of the Democratic Party.
HCOM major Bonnie Andro- 
avila said, “It has given me an 
outlet for my passion for politics. 
I have met people who share this 
passion and my desire to improve 
our state and nation.”
The College Democrats are 
planning several events they 
want to participate in this year, 
such as hosting debates with the 
College Republicans and getting 
CSUMB students to register to 
vote.
In fact, they’ve already started.
On Tuesday, Oct. 13, the club 
members had a table in front of 
the Student Center encouraging 
students to register.
According to ESSP major and 
club President Stephanie Brown, 
the goal for the club members 
was not to push students to reg­
ister in the Democratic Party, but 
rather to get students to vote in 
general.
The club meets every Tuesday 
at 7 p.m. for about an hour at the 
Visitor/Alumni Center. They also 
recently held elections for their 
officers.
Brown said, “You don’t have 
to be a hard-core democrat. No 
matter what your party affilia­
tion is, you might be interested 
in what we’re doing.”
Of course, having 10 members 
is not what the club members
‘The purpose of 
this club is to raise 
political awareness 
on campus and also 
to have friendly 
opposition to the 
College Republicans."
-ZOE CARTER
had in mind. They hope for many 
more members in the future.
Carter said, “I just can’t wait 
for our club to get bigger so we 
can have an exceptional group 
of young democrats informing 
everyone on what’s going on and 





Black Panthers Women: Shiba 
and Kiilu. Presented by Black 
Student Union. Free. Music Hall. 
7 p.m. Contact Khalia Li via 
FirstClass.
Tuesday, Nov. 1
Wall of Rememberance, or “Day 
of the Dead.” Submit photos, 
memorabilia or light candles to 
celebrate the life of lost loved 
ones. All submissions will be 
presented on a large community 
alar. Contact VPA.
Thursday, Nov. 3
Vaudeville, Slice of Home, Pillow 
Fighters, and Without Meaning 
performance. BBC. Show starts 
at 8 p.m. Free. Contact Events 
Workgroup.
Sunday, Nov. 6
Big Sur/Monterey Half Marathon. 
Two events, for runners at all 
levels. Path goes through 
Monterey and Pacific Grove.
not to be cheezy, but...
Late night pizza hours: Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, 8 P.M.- midnight




good food makes good design!
Paper due at 9 tomorrow?
Still researching at 2 AM?
Ask a Librarian 24/7 http://library.csumb.edu
News
California special election happens November 8
Ballot measures and polling places on the peninsula for voting
Proposition 73 
Waiting Period and 
Parental Notification Before 
Termination of Minors 
Pregnancy.
Amends California Constitution, 
prohibiting abortion for unemancipated 
minor until 48 hours after physician 
notifies minor’s parent/legal guardian, 
except in medical emergency or with 
parental waiver.
Defines abortion as causing “death 
of the unborn child, a child conceived 
but not yet bom.”
Permits minor to obtain court order 
waiving notice based on clear, con­
vincing evidence of minor’s maturity 
or best interests.
Mandates various reporting 
requirements.
Authorizes monetary damages 
against physicians for violation.
Requires minor’s consent to abor­
tion, with certain exceptions.




Waiting period for tenure.
Increases length of time required 
before a teacher may become a per­
manent employee from two complete 
consecutive school years to five com­
plete consecutive school years.
Measure applies to teachers whose 
probationary period commenced dur­
ing or after the 20Ó3-2004 fiscal year.
Modifies the process by which 
school boards can dismiss a perma­
nent teaching employee who receives 
two consecutive unsatisfactory perfor­
mance evaluations.
Voting time frame
The polls will be open from 7 
a.m. to 8 p.m. on Nov. 8, 2005 
(Election Day).
Proposition 75
Public employee union dues. 
Restrictions on political con­
tributions. Employee consent 
requirement
Prohibits the use by public employee 
labor organizations of public employee 
dues or fees for political, contributions 
except with the prior consent of indi­
vidual public employees each year on 
a specified written form.
Restriction does not apply to dues 
or fees collected for charitable orga­
nizations, health care insurance, or 
other purposes directly benefttting the 
public employee.
Requires public employee labor 
organizations to maintain and sub­
mit records to Fair Political Practices 
Commission concerning individual 
public employees’ and organizations’ 
political contributions.
These records are not subject to 
public disclosure.
Proposition 76
State spending and school 
funding limits.
Limits state spending to prior year’s 
level plus three previous years’ aver­
age revenue growth.
Changes state minimum school 
funding requirements (Proposition 
98); eliminates repayment requirement 
when minimum funding suspended.
Excludes appropriations above the 
minimum from schools’ funding base.
Directs excess General Fund rev­
enues, currently directed to schools/ 
tax relief, to budget reserve, specified 
construction, debt repayment.
Permits Governor, under specified 
circumstances, to reduce appropria­
tions of Governor’s choosing, includ­
ing employee compensation/state 
contracts.
Continues prior year appropriations 
if state budget delayed.
Prohibits state special funds bor­
rowing.




Amends process for redistrict­
ing California’s Senate, Assembly, 
Congressional and Board of 
Equalization districts.
Requires panel of three retired 
judges, selected by legislative lead­
ers, to adopt new redistricting plan if 
measure passes and after each national 
census.
Panel must consider legislative, pub­
lic comments/hold public hearings.
Redistricting plan effective when 
adopted by panel and filed with 
Secretary of State; governs next state­
wide primary/general elections even if 
voters reject plan.
If voters reject redistricting plan, 
process repeats, but officials elected 
under rejected plan serve full terms.
Allows 45 days to seek judicial 
review of adopted redistricting plan.
Proposition 78
Discounts on prescription 
drugs.
Establishes discount prescription 
drug program, overseen by California 
Department of Health Services.
Enables certain low- and mod­
erate-income California residents 
to purchase prescription drugs at 
reduced prices.
Authorizes Department: to contract 
with participating pharmacies to sell 
prescription drugs at agreed-upon 
discounts negotiated in advance; to 
negotiate rebate agreements with 
participating ding manufacturers.
Imposes S15 annual application 
fee.
Creates state fund for deposit of 
drug manufacturers’ rebate pay­
ments.
Requires Department’s prompt 
determination of residents’ eligibil­
ity, based on listed qualifications.
Permits outreach programs to 
increase public awareness.





Provides for prescription drug dis­
counts to Californians who qualify 
based on income-related standards, to 
be funded through rebates from partic­
ipating drug manufacturers negotiated 
by California Department of Health 
Services.
Prohibits new Medi-Cal contracts 
with manufacturers not providing the 
Medicaid best price to this program, 
except for drugs without therapeutic 
equivalent.
Rebates must be deposited in State 
Treasury fund, used only to reimburse 
pharmacies for discounts and to offset 
costs of administration.
At least 95% of rebates must go to 
fund discounts.
Establishes oversight board. Makes 





Subjects electric service provid­
ers, as defined, to control and regu­
lation by California Public Utilities 
Commission.
Imposes restrictions on electricity 
customers’ ability to switch from pri­
vate utilities to other electric providers.
Provides that registration by electric 
service providers with Commission 
constitutes providers’ consent to regu­
lation.
Requires all retail electric sellers, 
instead of just private utilities, to 
increase renewable energy resource 
procurement by at least 1 percent each 
year, with 20 percent of retail sales 
procured from renewable energy by 
2010, instead of current requirement 
of 2017.
Imposes duties on Commission, 
Legislature and electrical providers.
Polling place info
To find proper polling place, go 
to www.smartvoter.org/ca/mnt 
and enter address voter is regis­
tered under.
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Lecture .From page 1
responses; close to 60 pages of 
the responses attacked his conser­
vative opinions.
Most of the positive and/or 
agreeable comments on the OF 
thread were from those students 
who knew Laverty and/or had 
his class.
Though Laverty has criticized 
CSUMB in published print and 
has lawyers gathering informa­
tion in pursuit of a “hostile work­
place” lawsuit against CSUMB, 
he still asks to be reinstated as a 
faculty member.
Dr. George Baldwin, Director 
of the Social, Behavioral, and 
Global Studies Institute for 
Community Networking, initially, 
“politely declined,” to any discus­
sion of Laverty and why he didn’t 
continue as a lecturer in the spring 
semester of 2005.
One week later Dr. Baldwin 
submitted the following statement, 
via email, regarding Laverty’s 
discontinuance as a
CSUMB lecturer:
“Mr. Laverty was assigned to 
teach two sections of SBS212: this
If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills in the post- 
graduation job market, then toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, the leading workers'compensation insurance 
carrier in California, is interested in graduates seeking 
opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of positions 
throughout California, plus an environment that will foster 
your continued growth.
At State Fund you'll find exceptional benefits, professional 
training to expand your horizons, and many advancement 
possibilities.
was a one semester appointment.
“He did not reapply for the 
position, as required. Thus he 
was not in the applicant pool for 
the following semester.
“This is the ONLY reason he was 
not reappointed: he did not express 
an interest in working with us.”
According to Laverty, he was 
initially hired to teach for SBS in 
the spring semester of 2004. He 
was then hired to teach in the fall 
semester of 2004.
“I was not required to re-apply 
nor was I ever informed that this 
was a requirement,” Laverty said.
Laverty explained that Juan 
Oliverez, PhD, lecturer in SBSI 
department, shared his office 
with him during the fall semester 
of 2004.
“At issue was my objection 
that Oliverez monopolized wall 
space above the only desk in the 
room with left-wing propaganda 
posters.”
The messages of these post­
ers were described by Laverty 
as “militant themed propaganda” 
such as: “We are warriors, train­
ing in the schools and on the 
streets of barrios everywhere” and
Career opportunities 










• Finance and Accounting
■ Human Resources
• Administration
learn how you can join us by visiting www.scif.com or by 
contacting Human Resources at 415-565-1722.Then launch 
your career with State Fund and rise to new heights.
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Phillip Laverty works with local Native American Indians, PHOTO PROVIDED BY PHILLIP LAVERTY
“We are the founders of a New 
Brown Empire.”
“Because of my longstanding 
commitment to countering racism 
and my concern for race relations in 
America, I was led to object to the 














want to have to 
explain or com­
ment on them 










ing [15], room 
110 are yours. 
If not, please 
disregard this 
note. Are you
using this office currently? I’m 
not sure because your name is not 
listed outside. If not, would you 
please remove your posters? If so, 
were you unaware this office is a 
shared space?”
This email was the impetus of 
a political bout between Laverty 
and some of CSUMB’s faculty 
and staff, which continues to this 
day.
Olivarez forwarded Laverty’s 
first email to Lilly Martinez, 
SBSI administrative assistant, 
who responded with the follow­
ing email:
“It doesn’t appear based on the 
tone and really, disrespect in your 
initial email to Dr. Olivarez that 
you encourage respect for the dig­
nity and humanity of all peoples. 
Perhaps you can meet your stu­
dents in the other adjunct office 
in 17/110, unless of course Native 
American posters offend you.”
When contacted, Oliverez 
stated, “I read what he (Laverty) 
sent to me regarding his situation 
but I do not have any first hand 
knowledge of his situation.
He apparently has ideological 
concerns which I do not under­
stand. I do not care to respond to 
him and therefore have not.”
Martinez was contacted 
regarding this incident but never 
responded.
“Though it was difficult, I
really enjoyed his (Laverty’s) 
class,” Chrisse Burwell, a junior 
business major said of her SBS 
212 experience with Laverty.
“I’m a Democrat and I was 
never able to tell that he (Laverty) 
was a Republican,” Burwell con­
tinued.
“If students have conservative 
views and a professor denounces 
those views in class, those students 
will never feel like they’re being 
graded fairly,” Mike Tamayo, a 
senior ESSP major said.
Tamayo, a self-described lib­
eral and democrat “feels bad for 
Republican students because they 
are never given the chance to 
present and win arguments.”
“I am a committed educator 
who is successful and appreciated 
by my students for maintaining 
high academic standards in the 
classroom, and because I would 
like to work to secure the changes 
necessary to make this university 
a more solid educational experi­
ence for the students here in gen­
eral,” Laverty said.
As an anthropology PhD can­
didate, Laverty will present his 
dissertation on the local American 
Indian History of the Ohlone/ 
Costanoan Esselen Nation, in 
May of 2006.
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The laundry room Is out if commission, indefinately. photos provided by upd
Vandals ...from page 1 
vandalized apartment for the past 
three weeks.
According to the witnesses’ 
statement on the reports, they had 
confronted the people living in the 
vandalized apartment a week prior 
to the incident, but left without 
any further contact because the 
individuals inside the apartment 
became confrontational.
After the apartment was boarded 
up and photographed for evidence, 
it was again vandalized for the 
second time three days later where 
more damage was done to the 
apartment.
The kitchen stove had been 
pulled off from the wall and a 
gas leak was secreting a strong 
odor of natural gas, according 
to Officer 'Stacie Schaub on the 
police reports.
Jason Sachs had given his 30- 
day notice after deciding to with­
draw from CSUMB two weeks 
prior the incident but was still con­
A hole new world.
sidered the primary leaseholder of 
the apartment.
“Sachs denied any involvement or 
knowledge of the vandalism because 
he had moved back home a few 
weeks ago,” said Susie Deas, senior 
manager for Alliance Residential 
Company, in die police reports.
This lead the UPD to believe the 
parties involved in the vandalism 
may have been illegal residents or 
guests of the leaseholder that had 
not moved out after Sachs left.
“It was sad to see students and 
their guests treat school property 
like that,” said Donahue.
Students responsible for the 
incident will have to go through a 
judicial process where their status 
as students in the university can be 
impacted.
According to Donahue, since 
Sachs was the primary leaseholder, 
he will still be responsible for the 
cost of the initial vandalism case. 
Sachs will not be held responsible 
for the break-in and second van­
dalism of the apartment.
CSUMB gets electronic 
voting machine in OE
Annette Partida, Staff Reporter
Annette_P artid a@csumb . edu
On the Nov. 8 Special Election, 
some CSUMB students will cast 
their votes electronically.
“I think that is a real move 
forward for this campus, because 
I heard that last year was the first 
year we even had a polling place 
on the main campus and now we 
have permanent ones,” said SBS 
sophomore Zach Kasow.
“The amount of 
students that turned 
out to vote last 
year encouraged 
them to go ahead 
and guarantee us a 
permanent polling 
place on campus for 
both district."
YURI BECKELMAN
The 430 AVC Edge with 
VeriVote Printer machines will 
be placed throughout the 12 main 
cities of Monterey County.
Two of those AV C Edge machines 
will sit on CSUMB’s campus dur­
ing elections permantely.
“Thankfully, the Associated 
Students has built a strong relation­
ship with the Elections Department,” 
said GS senior Yuri Beckelman.
“The amount of students
that turned out to vote last year 
encouraged them to go ahead and 
guarantee us a permanent polling 
place on campus for both dis­
tricts,” said Beckelman.
Both Kasow and Beckelman, 
along with Associated Students, 
organized the Monterey Elections 
Office to place electronic voting 
booths on campus.
The machines , are set at desk 
level. The monitor adjusts to the 
height of an individual and can be 
accessable by the visually, hear­
ing, and physically impaired.
The languages will be in English 
and Spanish to match the demo­
graphics of Monterey County.
Each voter will get a print out 
of the ballot they cast, but it is 
for recording purposes only. The 
voter will not be allowed to take a 
receipt home.
The security of the machines 
serve threefold. There are 52 types 
of hotel-like access keys.
Each key will be activated 
before a voter casts their vote. 
After the votes are made, the key 
becomes inactive. Preventing a 
second vote to be made.
There is a back up battery 
installed in the AVC Edge. If 
there were a power outage, the 
machines could run for up to two 
more hours, allowing officials to 
retrieve stored results.
Lastly, there is a cartridge that 
stores the voter results into its 
hardware.
“The need to go to move forth 
with moderation is a direct result 
from what happened in Florida,” 
said Registrar of Voters Tony
Anchundo.
After all of the controversy 
of pregnant or hanging chads, 
President Bush signed the “Help 
America Vote Act of 2002” 
(HAVA) in October 2002.
One of the intensions of the act 
is to ensure the prevention of a 
citizen over voting. An over vote, 
is the accidental choosing of two 
candidates. When this happens, 
that contest becomes void.
Not everyone is comfortable 
with the new system of voting.
“I don’t like computers,” said 
Salinas resident Shelly Weiss, 37. 
“Now I have to use one to vote,” 
she said.
There have been allegations 
stating if a voter were to touch 
anywhere outside of the desig­
nated boxes, the votes would go to 
the Republican party’s endorsed 
candidate and bills, propositions, 
and measures.
“The federal and state gov­
ernment would not certify these 
machines, unless they pass rigid 
tests,” Anchundo said. “There are 
always going to be those types 
of allegations. It’s hard for me to 
comment on that,” he said.
According to Anchundo, these 
machines may push people to 
register as permanently absentee 
voters.
Monterey County is the largest 
absentee county in the state. Over 
50 percent of Monterey County 
residents are absentee voters.
Absentee voters have been 
allowed to cast their vote since 
Oct. 10.




Basketball team goes Aloha
Ashleen Aimes & Grace Castro, Staff Reporters
Ashleen_Aimes@csumb, Grace_Castro@csumb.edu
Both the men’s basketball team 
and the women’s golf team 
planned trips to Hawaii this 
semester to play in tournaments, 
yet only the basketball team will 
have the pleasure of visiting the 
big island.
The Hawaii tournament is to 
take the place of the Monterey 
Bay Classic that has been played at 
CSUMB for the last four years.
“The Holiday Tournament we 
have hosted the last four years was 
unable to get teams this year, so 
we needed to look for competition 
elsewhere. When the Monterey 
Bay Classic wasn’t able to fill, we 
took the invitation to attend the 
Hilo Tournament,” said Trumbo.
The trip to Hilo will include a 
15-person travel squad, includ-
ing 12 players, and three 
coaches. “This does not 
represent all our players 
or our coaching staff,” 
said Trumbo.
The women’s golf team 
was also planning 






it was decided 
the women’s golf team 
would go to Hawaii to 
play in a tournament. 
The trip was scheduled
for Oct. 31-Nov. 2.
“I was approached
by the women’s golf 
team in the summer 
in regard to an invita­
tion to participate in a 
tournament in Hawaii. I asked for 
them to review the cost of partici­
pation and offered to assist in the 
trip planning if the costs could
justify,” said Trumbo.
Weeks into the semester all the
women’s golf players received 
e-mails stating that the trip was 
cancelled due to funding.
“Considering all situations and 
discussing the trip with our direc­
tor of golf, I felt it would be advis­
able to pass up the invitation for 
this year,” said Trumbo.
For many of the graduating golf 
players, the Hawaii tournament 
would have been their last and for 
many of the recruits, Hawaii was 
a broken promise.
Speculations began to arise 
when the women’s golf team 
learned the boys basketball team 
was still able to go to their tourna­
ment in Hilo, Hawaii. “We want 
to know why the basketball team 
is still going to Hawaii yet we are 
not able to,” said an anonymous 
player.
“It would be impossible for 
any team to have priority over 
another,” said Michelle Gonzales, 
administrative office assistant 
to the athletic office. “There are 
so many people that check how 
athletic finances are allocated 
between the teams, giving priority 
would simply be impossible.”
The athletic office is respon­
sible for providing a Gender 
Equality Report each year. This 
report outlines how funds are dis­
tributed between men’s teams and 
women’s teams at CSUMB. This 
ensures that funding for men’s 
and women’s sports are being 
allocated fairly.
Money for regular conference 
games are paid for through the 
athletic department and from funds 
generated by the referendum. 
“Other non conference games, or 
what I call ‘fun trips’ are paid for 
through fundraising or cash guar­
antees from other schools,” said 
Julia Hubbard, athletic department 
accountant. A cash guarantee is 
when other schools pay CSUMB 
teams to come play them. This is 
how the basketball team is able to 
go to Hawaii.
Coaches are responsible for pro­
moting and securing fundraising 
opportunities. Hubbard said there 
are many opportunities available 
- it is just up to the coaches and the 
players to take advantage of them.
There was no financial guaran­
tee being offered to the women’s 
golf team. The trip and accom­
modations and the tournament 
entry fees would have been a con­
siderable amount of money. The 
money for the trip would require 
fund raising by the team, which in 
no way could be guaranteed.
Sporting Events
Friday, Oct 28





















Cross Country Turkey 
Trot
Soccer team forfeits five 
games in Fall season
Oren Trower, Staff Reporter 
Oren_Trower@csumb.edu
The men’s soccer team is fac­
ing challenges not only on the 
field, but off of it as well. It was 
brought to the attention of the 
California Collegiate Athletic 
Association that the Otters 
played a total of five games with 
an ineligible player.
As a result, the Otters were 
forced to forfeit five games, 
which they initially thought they 
had won.
The information came after 
finding out the Otters were ranked 
eighth by the National Soccer 
Coaches Association of America.
According to the CCAA offi­
cial Web site, Section 18 of the 
CCAA rules states that any player 
who accumulates five (5) cau­
tions [yellow cards] during a sea­
son cannot participate in the next 
regularly scheduled game. Each 
three (3) additional cautions shall 
result in an additional one-game 
suspension. Any game in which a 
suspended player or coach partic­
ipates illegally shall be forfeited 
to the opposing team.”
This rule was violated a total 
of five times.
There is massive speculation 
circulating as to who it was that 
actually brought it to the CCAA.
“Artie has to pay 
closer attention to 
the rules. Now a days 
someone is always 
out to get you.’’
-SIMON TOBIN
Every player and coach seems to 
have his or her own opinion.
“Artie has to pay closer attention 
to the rules,” Coach Simon Tobin 
of CSU Bakersfield said over the 
phone. “Now a days someone is 
always out to get you.”
Tobin would have preferred 
the Otters keep their stand­
ing. “Because of this, Sonoma 
State gained some points on 
us,” he said.
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Cross country otters desire to win and improve
Kiel Stromgren, Staff Reporter
Kiel_Stromgren@csumb.edu
As the men’s cross country team prepares for 
the California Collegiate Athletic Association 
Cross Country championship, they will need 
to take extra precautions on the track.
The Otters will only be qualifying five 
runners in the championship hosted by San 
Francisco State and that is not by choice.
Rojas runs on a dream
Ashleen Aimes, Staff Reporter
ASHLEEN_AIMES@CSUMB.EDU
Junior Ernesto Rojas has a dream. “I think 
many runners, including myself, have the 
dream of running in the Olympics, but few 
make it. To be realistic, I might not be one 
of those runners that will make it to the 
Olympics, but I am one of those runners 
who will train hard everyday to improve 
my times,” said Ernesto Rojas.
Rojas has been running cross country 
for six years now. While he has been at 
CSUMB, he has been the outstanding ath­
lete two years in a row.
“My goal is to qualify to the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association cross coun­
try championships,” said Rojas.
The person who turned Rojas on to run­
ning was his high school coach. Rojas is 
very grateful for that. “Coach Wade is my 
role model and good friend because he 
taught me to work hard in school to earn 
my way into college,” said Rojas.
His mother was also a part in his motiva­
tion to work hard. “I want her to be proud 
of what I have done so far,” said Rojas.
Rojas said that he gets a lot of support 
from his teammates during the races. “I 
like my team because we all get along very 
well and have fun.”
The CCAA only scores the top five runners 
and usually teams have more runners to help 
with the scoring system.
“I’m really excited about the last race of 
the year (CCAA Championships), to see if 
all the training has paid off,” said Captain 
David Frank. “If we run really well we can 
finish in the middle of the conference.”
With the Otters losing two potential 
returning runners to ineligibility, they started 
the season with uncertainty and low expec­
“Ernesto is a good guy. He likes to have 
fun but at the same time he appreciates the 
value of working hard and realizes that 
nothing worthwhile is achieved without 
effort. His antics add a dimension of hilar­
ity to practice but in no way detract from 
his outstanding work effort,” said freshman 
teammate Matthew Young.
His teammates said that he keeps to him­
self most of the time, but leads by his hard 
work, commitment, and his unwillingness 
to give up. Rojas is spending extra time 
this year in the weight room, and in the 
afternoons working on his times.
“He is a really funny guy when ever he 
isn’t on the phone with his girlfriend. He is 
constantly fooling around and playing jokes,” 
said cross country Captain David Frank.
Rojas said he has been with his girlfriend 
for a year and four months. “We have a good 
relationship going. And, he says with a smile, 
I’m always on the phone with her because 
she lives in my hometown, Fresno.”
They visit each other during the week­
ends. “She is always motivating me to do 
my best in every race and in school. There 
is certainly no better feeling then to go 
home and see her after a race.”
Rojas’ hard work has led him to success. 
Rojas was the top Otter at the Toro Park 
Invitational with a time of 21:48, and fin­
ished in 17th place.
tations. However, the Otters ran well in 
the beginning of the season at the Stanford 
Invitational and beat a CCAA conference 
foe in San Francisco State.
The team has been poised and determined 
to not let their season slip away because of 
a lack of runners. Something head coach Yi 
Mao needed to do was to replace the runners 
they lost.
“Matt Young and Mike Andonian are 
both freshmen. Their motivation and strong
Everyone's harvest
Marina's Certified Farmer's market
desire to improve are really impressing me,” 
said head coach Yi Mao.
As freshmen, Matt Young and Mike 
Andonian know their roles and what is 
needed for a successful ending to the men’s 
cross country season: “to beat as many 
people as possible,” said Young.
Although cross country is based on indi­
vidual results, in this environment the team 
always comes first and it is important for 
every player to understand and accept their 
role on the team.
“I bring up the rear and I’m totally fine with 
that; I’m the corky freshman,” said Andonian.
The catalyst that has kept this season 
going strong for the Otters has been the team 
camaraderie.
“The team’s a great group of guys. We 
help each other out a lot. Everyone is very 
encouraging,” said Andonian.
Taking one win and three top-fives 
this season, the Otters have proved that 
even in the bleakest of situations they can 
persevere.
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Arts & Essence
The Realm’s Resident 
Tourist takes The 
Ghost Walk of Old 
Monterey, a historical 
tour through down­
town’s old hotels and 
and buildings. Those 
who partake in the 
spooky adventure will 
learn haunting tales of 
Monterey’s past.
Resident Tourist
Chad Ghiron, Photo Editor
Chad_Ghiron@csumb.edu
What if ghosts really do exist? 
What if there were places that 
are haunted, and it’s not “just the 
wind?”
What if there really was some­
thing to all those late night camp­
fire stories? What if the old house 
down the road actually did have a 
ghost walking aimlessly through 
its halls looking for its lost soul? 
What if the Sixth Sense was 
actually a documentary?
Normally, when people are 
put in haunted situations there 
is much skepticism. The Ghost 
Walk of Old Monterey is one of 
those situations.
In the moist, cold night air of 
Monterey, the walk starts at 527 
Hartnell Street, the Ghost Walk 
of Old Monterey headquarters. 
The tour beings with a stroll 
through the adobe stokes and
GHOST continued on page 11
PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONS BY CHAD GHIRON
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A few camera tricks 
captured what our 
Tourist felt might actu­
ally exist after taking 





and historical buildings of Old Monterey.
During the tour the guide shares his 
knowledge of Monterey history and stories 
of dead criminals that lived here. Criminals 
like Juan Vasquez. Vasquez was a desper­
ate man who did desperate things like rob 
banks and murder officers of the law.
Next, the guide tells the tale of an old 
Monterey family, cursed till the end of 
time. Any person who has tried to lay their 
hands on the family gold has come to grave 
misfortune. Legend has it the gold still 
lays at the bottom of a river somewhere in 
Monterey, close to the family home.
At this point, walking in the cold and 
taking a scary history lesson does not seem 
worth $22. Then the tour reaches its final 
destination; a haunted hotel.
The story spun by the guide seems bor­
ing at first. Another reason to write this 
article about another hokey tourist trap to 
make for a good laugh. In the midst of 
artificially conjured fear, something real 
happened.
Everyone 
walked up stairs to 
the second floor. 
Nothing seemed to 
out of the ordinary. 
It was a regular 
old building where 
people might have 
business meet­
ings or a nice 
lunch. Then, our 
over excited guide 
started running 
around turning out 
all the lights.
We where told 
to get in a circle 
and he proceeded 
to tell a differ­
ent story. The air 
seemed thicker 
and the walls 
seemed a colder 
than they should 
have been for a 
heated building.
The story turned 
into a telling of 
experiences from 
people on past 
tours and hotel 
workers. Some of
the stories where believable; doors opening 
with out windows in the room, knocking 
from inside the walls and actual sightings 
of figures in the dark.
-Shortly after, those stories came to life. 
After the guide was done speaking, he 
told us to make ourselves at home and 
look around.
We started out walking in groups, and 
then broke up to be alone after we got a 
little braver. The feeling of being dumped 
into a bucket of ice cold water hit on skin 
and all hairs stood on end while walking 
through a pitch black hallway.
Then a shadowy figure appeared, but 
quickly faded away. After that, leaving felt 
like a relief. Would it be dumb to believe 
this was any sign of a ghost? Or was this 
a solitary mind game, brought on by ghost 
stories and dark shadows?
Two hours and $22 given to the Ghost 





County of Santa Cruz
Auditor II
Monthly Salary: $4,510 - $5,274
These positions perform internal and external financial, 
management and compliance audit assignments, including sur- 
veying functions and activities in order to determine the nature of 
the operations to be audited; collect and analyze evidential data; 
document work in the form of work papers prepared in 
accordance with audit standards; prepare written reports and 
make oral presentations; may act as a team leader; and perform 
other duties as required.
Application Deadline for both positions: 11/14/05 
A job description with a supplemental question 
and application materials are available online®
www.santacruzcountyjobs.com
Santa Cruz County, Personnel Department
701 Ocean Street, Rim. 310
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Phone: (831) 454-2600
TDD: (831) 454-2123
The County of Sania Cruz is an equal opportunity employer.
425 Washington Street
(Across from Bank of America)
HALLOWEEN SUPERSTORES
Spirit returns to downtown 
Monterey for a third straight
Halloween season. With over 
20,000 items, the greatest
widest variety and the most 
competitive prices in the entire 
peninsula.
Auditor I
Monthly Salary: $4,118 - $4,812
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Stop by and register for a free costume of your
choice to be given away each day between






Most of David Cronenberg’s films 
fall into a horror/thriller genre 
with a pinch of science fiction 
integrated throughout.
The Canadian filmmaker is a 
master of conjuring up bizarre, 
fictional creatures and concepts 
that become metaphorical of 
something real.
In “Videodrome” (1983), 
TV exec, Max (James Woods) 
watches an underground video 
tape that supposedly features 
real torture and rape. He slowly 
becomes unable to distinguish 
reality from television. It was no 
accident that “Videodrome” was 
released at the beginning of the 
cable-television boom.
“Shivers,” released in 1975 
under the title “They Came from 
Within,” touches a similar nerve to 
Michael Crichton’s “Andromeda 
Strain” and “Coma,” where sci­
ence fiction horrifically parallels 
the “real world.”
The film takes place in a self- 
sufficient, apartment building 
occupied with middle-upper class 
tenants of all ages.
The high-rise, located outside 
of the city, is accommodated with 
its own doctor, dentist, and even a 
small general store.
Cronenberg goes slightly 
sci-fi with “Shivers.” When an 
organ transplant experiment 
goes wrong, the creation of a 
parasite made from aphrodisiac 
and venereal disease, inter­
sperses itself amongst the apart­
ment residents, horrible things 
begin to happen.
The parasite, a fast-moving 
substance that looks like a com­
bination of a banana-slug and 
fecal matter, reproduces and lives 
inside human bodies. It slithers 
inside its human host using any 
exposed orifice as its entry point.
It would be bad enough having 
a parasite use a body as its nesting
area, but these parasites disease 
the minds of whoever’s body it 
has invaded.
Signs of infection include vio­
lently erratic behavior, the inabil­
ity to think, and an endless surge 
of sex-crazed mania lacking any 
discretion.
After the parasite uses up the 
resources of its human host, the 
host dies and the parasite bids a 
fine farewell, slithering from the 
host’s mouth.
These insidious creatures 
bestow an unquenchable sexual
thirst upon their human hosts in 
order to spread their offspring 
to other human hosts with great 
ease.
A non-infected person who 
engages in sexual activity with an 
infected person has no chance of 
escaping the parasite.
The fate of the deadly para­
site lies in the hands of a young 
resident doctor and his attractive 
nurse whose promiscuity causes 
the doctor to constantly question 
whether she has been infected 
or not.
Cronenberg’s depiction of the 
rapid outbreak is grotesquely 
amusing. In one scene, a six-year- 
old, pigtailed little girl, plants her 
thrusting pelvis against the leg of 
a fearful elderly man accompany­
ing his wife on the elevator. The 
look in the little girl’s eyes has 
the same emotionless hunger as a 
methamphetamine addict.
Hallways of the apartment 
building become littered with 
corpses that continue to be vic­
timized sexually by the zombified 
sex-fiends.
An AIDS metaphor is coin­
cidental since it was still an 
unknown disease at the time this 
film was made and released, but 
promiscuity ran rampant through­
out the 1970s, which is sometimes 
referred to as “the swinging 70s.”
Before the AIDS outbreak, 
most of the sexually transmitted 
diseases were curable with a shot 
of penicillin and others weren’t 
terminal. Cronenberg must have 
had a feeling that the “swing­
ing 70s” wouldn’t last forever 
and something grim, like AIDS, 
lurked in the near future.
Halloween events on Peninsula and beyond
Lauren Patron, Staff Reporter
Lauren_Patron@csumb.edu
PHOTO BY RACHEL KANE
Halloween lands on a Monday this year, 
but don’t let that kill the fun. Celebrations 
of this holiday are happening all over 
Monterey County.
This year, CSUMB has set up a carnival 
of thrills and chills to get that Halloween 
spirit boosted.
On Oct.28 and 29, students should stop 
by the Black Box Cabaret (BBC) and 
the Visual and Performing Arts (VPA) to 
experience Halloween from a whole new 
perspective.
The BBC will be premiering a CSUMB 
original, “Velvet Darkness Cabaret,” twice 
on Friday and Saturday.
Inspired by the cult favorite “Rocky 
Horror Picture Show,” this musical will be 
one that students will not want to miss.
In between shows, the BBC will offer 
individuals the chance to add their own mix 
into the Halloween festivities with a “live”
open mic show.
CSUMB’s annual event, the Haunted 
House, is a reoccurring favorite. This year, 
the “Karnevil of Damnation” takes place 
away from the prison and on campus and 
floats its guests throughout a trail.
The house is split into two sections and 
will be created and run by students. The 
“Creature Collection” and “Fun House” 
each provide their own scare.
All of those looking for a multicultural 
aspect to this holiday should visit the tents 
outside of “Kamevil of Damnation.”
An alter will be displayed for the cel­
ebration of the Nov. 2 holiday, Dia de Los 
Muertos, or Day of the Dead.
Students looking forward to enjoying tra­
ditional Halloween activities can join fel­
low Otters in the “Halloween Hooplabaloo” 
located at the Main Quad on Saturday.
The festivity includes favor­
ites such as costume and pumpkin
HALLOWEEN continued on page 13




carving contests. On Halloween 
night, CSUMB will offer “Horror 
in the Quad.” There will be three 
hours of scary movies that will 
make visitors shriek from 8-11 
p.m. in the Main Quad.
Students who have nothing to 
do on Halloween might want 
to spend their day enjoying the 
festivities beyond shopping at 
the Del Monte Mall. Beginning 
at 12 p.m., the shopping center 
will kick off Halloween with 
its Second Annual “Pumpkin 
Pandemonium and Community 
Trick or Treat.”
Adding an artistic aspect to the 
holiday, students at this event can 
experience a transformation of a 
700-lb pumpkin into a “squash 
masterpiece” as well as vote on 
student pumpkin art displayed in 
the various stores participating in 
the Pumpkin Art Walk.
Marie Calendar’s will be donat­
ing pies for a pie-eating contest. 
Various Halloween spooks will 
be performing in a musical mas­
terpiece and sing-a-long, cleverly 
named “Monster Bash.”
For a corny scare, stop by 
Hollister and experience the 
“Scream Works’s Conover
Mystery Ranch” and “ Swank 
Farms Com Maize.”
Divided into daylight and 
nighttime activities, adventur­
ous individuals can work their 
way through the creepy acres of 
three different com mazes. This 
year’s designs included the origi­
nal Maniac Maize, the Disney- 
themed Chicken Little and the 
Halloween basic, Spooky Maize.
As legend would have it, the 
idea is to follow the haunting 
story of Farmer Conover and 
to give the overall thrill of fear, 
suspense, and curiosity that kills 
more than the cat. Scary.
For those ages 21 and over, 
stop by Club Octane for themed 
Hallowen parties all weekend. 
The club will offer different 
specials and activities for four 
spooky nights.
On Thursday, Oct. 27, Octane 
will continue its weekly Thursday 
night $1 drinks and there will 




have its annual 
Halloween party,
Spooky 6. The 
party will be 
fully equipped 
with funky tunes 




in the “Pimps 
and Hos Ball” 
and is followed 
by Monday’s 
“Erotic Exotic 5.”
A guaranteed to 
heat up anyone’s 
Halloween.
Students in the 
mood for a good 
laugh should stop 
by Planet Gemini 
on Saturday for a night of comedy 
with BET’s Bill Scott and Comic 
Strip Live’s Erick Blake.
Followed by the laughs, Planet 
Gemini offers its guests Paper 
Wing Theater’s live version of 
“Rocky Horror Picture Show.”
The night will be capped off at 
night with tasty cocktails, a cos­
tume contest and tunes mixed by 
DJ Sir Elegance.
Outside of the Peninsula stu­
dents can also check out the local 
events happening around Santa
IMAGE MANIPULATED BY MICHELLE BURKE
Cruz at www.santacmzlive.com. 
There is a bit of fun for every­
one and do not forget the classic 
event of walking down Pacific 
Avenue with the never-ending 
stream of wacky and creative cos­
tumes.





PC! Express Graphics 
Dual Layer DVD Burning
Starting at 
$1999
New PowerBooks now in stock!
PowerBooks starting at $1499
We have the 2GB and 4GB 
iPod Nano in both black 
and white in stock now!
Works Deluxe System
AMD 64 3500+ Processor 
200GB SATA Hard Drive 
2GB PC 3200 DDR 400 RAM 
Writes DVDs & CDs 
ATI Radeon X800 Graphics 
Built In Surround Sound 








Computer Works has the 
largest selection of iPods 
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Making Computers Work For You
COMPUTERWORKS




Sunday, Oct. 23 5-7 p.m.
201 Annex
Pumpkin Carving Contest 
Thursday, Oct. 27 7 p.m.
Bldg. 204
“Velvet Darkness Cabaret”
A CSUMB musical inspired by
“The Rocky Horror Picture Show.”
Shown twice daily on
Friday, Oct. 28 and Saturday Oct. 29
Times Yet To Be Released
BBC
“Live!”
Open Mike Sessions at the BBC 
Friday, Oct. 28 and Saturday, Oct. 29
“Karnevil Damnation”
Haunted House created by TAT major, 
Ian Sardegnas-Stephens. Divided into
two sections,
“Creature Collection” and “Funhouse.”
Students can expect twice the scare and 
twice the fun.




Fun packed event with custom contest,
pumpkin carving, and prizes 




Monday, Oct. 31 
6 p.m.
Horror in the Quad 
Three hours of scary movies projected in




Local activities for 
all ages
Just A Hop, Skip, and A Jump Away... 
Local Events
B7/J Things Halloween Tour 
Set out on an adventurous safari, lead by
costumed tour guides and get introduced to 
live wild animals.
Oct. 28-31 7-9 p.m.
400 River Rd., Salinas, CA
Adults $14/Children $12 (14 and under)
For more info call: (831) 455-1901x3
Carmel City Birthday Party and Parade 
The City of Carmel invites residence
and local community to celebrate its 89th 
birthday. A Halloween Costume Parade 
and BBQ are included within this Fall 
celebration.
Saturday, Oct. 29, Ocean Ave, Carmel 
11 a.m.
Halloween Dance Party 
Members Halloween Event and the
Monterey Bay Aquarium.
Saturday, Oct. 29 
Monterey Bay Aquarium 
7-10 p.m.
Reservations Necessary
Get Tickets at Memberships Office
(831)648^4880
Osio Theaters Midnight Movie 
Located in Downtown Monterey,
each weekend the Osio Theater presents 
Monterey with a different taste of film at 
Midnight. Halloween weekend’s Midnight 
Show is “The Wooden Gate.”
Pumpkin Pandemodieum and Community 
Trick or Treat
Family Oriented Event held at the
Del Monte Center in Monterey. Trick or 
Treating, Pumpkin Pie Eating Contests, 
Pumpkin Art Walk, and a transformation of 
a 7001b pumpkin
into a squash mas- 











Dollar drinks and a whole lot of fun, put 
on your best mask and boogie on down at 
Octane.
Thursday, Oct. 27/ Club Octane
More info at: www.clubOctane.com
Spooky 6
Club Octane’s 6th Annual event. Stop by 
and participate in their costume contest.
Friday, Oct. 28/ Club Octane
More info at: www.clubOctane.com
Pimps and Hos Ball
Saturday, Oct. 29/ Club Octane
More info at: www.clubOctane.com
Halloween Party
Stop by Planet Gemini and celebrate 
your Halloween weekend with BET’s Bill 
Scott and Comic Strip Live’s Erick Blake. 
Following a live performance of Rocky 
Horror Picture Show.
Saturday, Oct. 29/ Planet Gemini
More info: www.planetgemini.com
Mucky Duck
Monday, Oct. 31/ Costumes
$2 shots/ $3 beers
More info: (831) 655-3031
Doc Rickett’s Lab
Sat. Oct. 29/ Halloween Party
$200 prize for best costume
Closed Monday Oct. 31
Events outside the 
Peninsula
Alcatraz Night Tours 
Come and join the crew at Alcatraz and
explore the famous abandoned prison.
Year Round: Thursday-Monday 
Call ahead/ (415) 705-5555 or visit
www.blueandgoldfleet.com to get tickets. 
Adults/ $23.50
Conover Mystery Ranch and Swank 
Farms Corn Maize
Sept. 23-Oct.31/Hollister, Calif. 
Conover Mystery Ranch:
6 p.m. Midnight (Monday through
Saturday); 6-10 p.m. (Sunday)




Maniac Maize: $8 
Chicken Little $8 
Both (Maniac and Little) $12 
Spooky Maize $4 
Night Prices:
Maniac Maize $12 
Maize and Ranch $15
More information at www.swankfarms.com
Gyros 3D Scream Fest 
Famous Haunted House Attractions 
Oct. 20-31, San Jose Convention Center 
Sunday-Thursday 7-11 p.m.
Friday, Saturday, and Halloween 7 p.m.
until 1 a.m.
Four Attractions: Armageddon, Evil
Jacks Madhouse, 3D Fear Factory, and 
Nightmare Alley
$24.95
More Info: (888) 260-1300 
www.3dfearfactory. com
San Fransico Ghost Hunt 
Check out some of the haunted areas
in San Fransico and get a chance to enter 
to stay in a haunted room on the night of 
Halloween.
Tours usually start at 6 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. and run until 10 p.m. 
For more details 





Saturday, Oct. 29 and 
Monday Oct.31,San 
Jose 6 p.m.-12 a.m. 
Winchester Mystery
House.




During the recent multiday (more 
than 3) hot water shortage in the 
North Quad, my R.A. wrote a haiku 
poem to apease his tenants. It 
became a trend, as many others 
(myself included) continued to write 
haikus until the problem was solved. 
As the haikus were each sent to the 
entire R.A.’s tenants, I consider the 
poems to already be publicized, and 
would like to share the frustrations 
of my building through our poems 
in the Otter Realm.
With wine and towel 
Anticipatory Joe; 
Should’ve used the rain
Blessing of the animals 
sunday october 2nd - 10:00 AM
Untitled by Samuel Lopez-Downum
no hot water yo’ 
got to be a problem son 
straight gonna’ cap one
Each week it is one of your favorite movies!
Every Tuesday at the
Saratoga community center 8:00 PM 
Contact Info: Melissa_Harper@CSUMB.EDU
 
Bad Girls of the Bible A Women's Study Group
Every Wednesday at the BLDG 303, 4th Floor Lobby - 6:15PM 
Contact info: Melissa_Harper@CSUMB.EDU
They’ve each been directly cop­
ied below in the order they were 
sent out.
Untitled by Adriana Walton
Sincerely, 
Garett Thomas thirty three hundred bucks 
dirty dishes in sink 
anger washes me
Unity + Diversity + Charity
To commemorate the non hot water 
situation, I’ve written a haiku for all 
of you Untitled by Garett Thomas
otter RealmShower by Joseph Telliard Dollars for no heat Roommate is boiling water 
No shrinkage for now.red H mocking me 
water like tiny bullets 
scream out in despair
PHOTO MANIPULATED BY ALDO CABALLERO
We've all seen Open Forum. We know you have 
opinions. Make the Opinion section your soap 
box and let us know what you think. E-mail 
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Letters
Showerless by J. Cody Baker
Peace.
Epiphany Lutheran & Episcopal Church 
425 Carmel Ave.
Marina
Corner of Carmel Ave. & California Ave. Sunday Service 10:00AM epiphanychurch@sbcglobal.net
Bring your animals to church for 
the annual celebration to St. Francis
Around CSUMB with Lutheran Episcopal campus ministry chat the movies
Scenes from Alcohol 
Awareness Week
In support of Alcohol Awareness Week, the band 2 Skinny Dorks played a set 
at the BBC as an opener to the event (below). A wrecked car was parked out- 
site of the DC to show what can happen when people drink and drive. Directly 
behind it, students visit a booth that handed out brochures to help educate 
about alcohol (right).
Campus Life
________ Person on Campus________
How does this campus view right wing beliefs?
Chad Ghiron, Photo editor
Chad_Ghiron@csumb.edu
Ashley Simmons
“We are taught for all 12 years in 
K-12 one point of view and that’s 
a rightwing racist, sexiest point of 
view. This school offers an alterna­





“Some of their politics may not line 
up with the vision statement.”




“Since our school is categorized as 
a liberal school, you would think 
it would cause tension between 
right wing students. However being 
liberal often means open-minded. 
Personally in my short time here, I 





“The right wings, are viewed equally 
as the left.”
